Schedule for the Day: Global Health Primer Course – August 24th, 2018

9:00 – 9:10  Introduction to Course and Instructors
9:10 – 9:40  What is Global Health?
             Nee-Kofi Mould-Millman, MD
9:40 – 10:10 Health Disparities
            Julia Dixon, MD
10:10 – 10:40 A Story of Resource Limited Care
              David Richards, MD
10:40 – 10:50 Questions and Discussion
10:50 – 11:00 Break
11:00 - 11:30 Considerations in Pharmacy
              Sarah Scoular, PharmD, BCPS
11:30 – 12:00 Clinical Work in Lower Income Countries
              Jennifer Bellows MD, MPH
12:00 – 12:30 Lunch
12:30 – 1:00  Responsibility in Response
              Emilie J. Calvello Hynes MD, MPH
1:00 – 2:00  Simulated Cases with Discussion
              David Richards, MD and faculty
2:00 – 2:15  Break
2:15 – 2:45  Finding Responsible Global Opportunities
              Julia Dixon, MD
2:45 - 3:15  Antibiotic Stewardship
              Doug Fish, PharmD, BCPS
3:15-3:30  Tales from the Field
3:30-3:40  Questions and Discussion
3:40 – 3:45  Group Photo
3:45 – 4:15  Caring for Yourself: Know Before You Go
              Nee-Kofi Mould-Millman, MD
4:15 – 4:30  Discussion/Closing Remarks